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Easy Qur'an Reading with Baghdadi Primer Part 1 and Part 2 by
Moustafa Elgindy (Hardcover:Â PDF ) on Amazon.com. FREEÂ .Q:
How to automatically get a list of subdirectories in a directory (
or all directories ) in C#? I want to get a list of all subdirectories
in a given directory, but I don't want to iterate through the tree

manually. I need this function to run on a scheduled task. It
seems like the right thing is to use

Directory.EnumerateDirectories but I can't find any examples of
how to handle the results, or how to implement the directory

walk. I have seen How can I get a list of directories in a directory
tree? but I would rather have a solution which works on all

directories, including hidden ones. It also does not accept any
filtering conditions. A: You can use the EnumerateFiles and

EnumerateDirectories methods, but you will have to find out
how to manage the results yourself, and provide the filtering
condition in the method call. The directory listing below was
found using the following function: /// /// Finds all files in a

directory. /// /// The directory to search. /// A list of file names.
public static List FindAllFiles(string dir) { List fileList = new List();

string[] files = Directory.GetFiles(dir, "*.*",
SearchOption.AllDirectories); foreach (string fileName in files) {

fileList.Add(fileName); } string[] subdirectories =
Directory.GetDirectories(dir, "*.*", SearchOption.AllDirectories);

foreach (string subdirectory in subdirectories) {
fileList.AddRange(FindAllFiles(subdirectory)); } return fileList; }
Q: Anchor tags in ASP.net do not work with styling I am trying to

create a read more link
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